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Martha Ruiz and Brian Cullinan from PricewaterhouseCoopers at the Oscars.
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The 2017 Academy Awards

What’s behind the bizarre mix-up that stole the show at this year’s Oscars?

Presenters Warren Beatty and Faye Dunaway, who went on stage to hand out the award for best

picture, had mistakenly been given an envelope for a different category, according to

PricewaterhouseCoopers, the auditing firm that oversees envelope-handling for the Academy Awards.

Media reports Monday afternoon said that one of two PwC

partners in charge of handing out the envelopes to

presenters handed the wrong one to Beatty, moments after

tweeting a celebrity photo from backstage.
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In the confusion that followed, Dunaway mistakenly

announced “La La Land” as the winner, rather than the

true winner “Moonlight.”

Get Fast Forward in your inbox:
Forget yesterday's news. Get what you need today in this
early-morning email.

How exactly that happened is still under investigation, the firm says, but it seems that the existence of

duplicate envelopes for every award category may have contributed to the gaffe.

PricewaterhouseCoopers
apologizes for Oscar best
picture mixup
The auditing firm PricewaterhouseCoopers

issued a statement early Monday apologizing

for the best picture mixup at the Oscars.
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 PwC’s hard-won reputation under

threat after Oscars flub

 How the ‘Moonlight’-‘La La Land’

mixup unfolded

Here’s a rundown of how envelope hand-offs are supposed to work. This may help explain where

things went wrong Sunday night.

For more than eight decades, PwC has been overseeing the Oscars balloting process, which involves

collecting ballots, tallying the votes, and then delivering sealed envelopes bearing the winners’ names.

Each year, two members of the company’s Los Angeles

office are tapped to be “balloting leaders,” putting them in

charge of the process, according to overviews PwC has

published on its website in recent years.

Ahead of the awards ceremony, hand-written votes for each

of the 24 major categories are counted, by hand, in an

undisclosed location and the results are kept under wraps.

The only two people who should know the results are the

two balloting leaders, who memorize the winners so there’s

no list that could leak out early.

On Oscar night, each of the two balloting leaders carries a special briefcase containing envelopes for

each award winner. This means there are two identical envelopes for each winner — and that appears

to be a key factor in explaining how Sunday’s confusion could have happened.

The balloting leaders aren’t to let the briefcases leave their side or let anyone peek inside.

They take separate cars that journey separate, secret routes to the show, and each one is accompanied

by off-duty, fully-armed police officers dressed in tuxedos as they enter the show via the red carpet.
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Here’s a picture of this year’s balloting leaders, Brian Cullinan and Martha Ruiz, that

PricewaterhouseCoopers tweeted Sunday night.

Once inside, the two ballot leaders station themselves on opposite sides of the stage throughout the

ceremony and one of them hands the envelopes to the presenters, depending on which side of the
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stage the presenters enter from.

The outside of the specially-crafted envelopes are labeled with the name of the appropriate category.

Here’s a picture the firm tweeted Sunday night of Cullinan and Ruiz backstage.

On Sunday night, Beatty and Dunaway took the stage to present the final award of the night, the

winner for best picture.

They first announced that “La La Land” won. Members of that film’s cast and crew lined the stage,

rattling off some thank-you’s, before their acceptance speeches were interrupted.

Turns out, the award actually belonged to “Moonlight.”

Upon further review, when Beatty and Dunaway made the errant announcement, they were seen

holding an envelope labeled “actress in a leading role,” according to a photo shared on Twitter by ABC

News.

http://www.latimes.com/entertainment/movies/la-ca-mn-oscar-envelopes-20160221-story.html
http://www.bostonglobe.com/arts/movies/2017/02/27/how-did-moonlight-land-oscars-mixup-happen/pwf4vYun6UoE6ogG4UhxFI/story.html
https://twitter.com/ABC/status/836092782066429952
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But the best actress award had already been handed out earlier to Emma Stone for her role in “La La

Land.”

And Stone said after the ceremony backstage that when she won the best actress award, she received

a “‘best actress in a leading role’ card,” and held onto the card the “entire time,” through when the

best picture winner announcement was made moments later.

“Whatever story that was, I had that card,” Stone said.

That suggests that when Beatty and Dunaway went on stage to announce best picture, they somehow

got a hold of the second copy of the best actress envelope that the PwC ballot leaders were carrying.

Media outlets, including USA Today and The New York Times, reported Monday afternoon that

Cullinan was the one who handed Beatty the wrong envelope.

Cullinan, described on PwC’s website as a “Matt Damon lookalike,” received a master’s degree in

financial accounting from Northeastern University and began his career with PwC in Boston,

according to a 2012 press release from the firm.

“What happened was, our partner on the left side of the stage, Brian Cullinan, he handed the wrong

https://www.bostonglobe.com/arts/movies/2017/02/27/how-did-moonlight-land-oscars-mixup-happen/pwf4vYun6UoE6ogG4UhxFI/story.html
http://www.usatoday.com/story/life/movies/2017/02/27/pricewaterhousecoopers-oscar-flub-we-made-human-error/98481348/
http://www.bostonglobe.com/arts/movies/2017/02/27/what-was-like-onstage-during-oscars-best-picture-mistake/HVWijJkSQAHDUiptgacD5O/story.html
http://www.pwc.com/us/en/pwc-and-the-oscars.html#/
http://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/pwc-appoints-brian-cullinan-as-market-managing-partner-for-the-greater-southern-california-market-139292978.html
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envelope to Warren Beatty,” Tim Ryan, U.S. chairman and senior partner of PwC told USA Today.

“Immediately when it was announced, again, because of our mistake, both our partners who knew

who the winner was — and they’re the only two who know — they realized the mistake had been made

and they began to notify the appropriate people,” Ryan added. “It was a little chaotic and just took

time to get out onstage and let people know that the mistake was made. And unfortunately that took

enough time to get through two-and-a-half acceptance speeches.”

“At the end of the day, we made a human error,” Ryan told USA Today, adding that he was reaching

out to producers of both movies and academy officials to apologize. “We made a mistake.”

The Wall Street Journal also reported Monday afternoon that, just minutes before the mistake,

Cullinan tweeted a backstage photo of Stone that was later deleted, apparently.

The best-actress envelope Cullinan wrongly handed to Beatty was a duplicate, according to the

Journal. Ruiz was the one who, moments before Cullinan’s error, had correctly handed her copy of

the best-actress envelope to Leonardo DiCaprio who presented that award to Stone.

The Times also reported that the design of the envelopes may have been a factor.

PwC “used a new envelope this year, featuring red paper with gold lettering that specifies the award

inside,” the Times reported. “That may have made the outside of the envelopes more difficult to read

than last year’s envelopes, which featured gold paper and red lettering. The academy is responsible

for the envelope design.”

PwC, on Monday morning, apologized and said it was investigating, but, beyond Ryan’s comments to

USA Today, the firm had not commented further as of Monday afternoon.

The mistake came days after a Huffington Post article on the process for handling the envelopes

containing the names of the award-winners, where PwC officials downplayed the possibility of such a

mistake.

“It’s so unlikely,” Cullinan told the news outlet.

The mix-up Sunday night was certainly unusual, but not entirely unprecedented.

In 1964, Sammy Davis Jr. was given the wrong envelope and ended up announcing the winner of a

https://www.wsj.com/articles/pwc-partner-in-charge-of-oscar-winner-envelopes-was-tweeting-backstage-minutes-before-best-picture-mix-up-1488227883
https://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:OS3GDNVvzyUJ:https://twitter.com/briancullinan_/status/836079859289903104+&cd=2&hl=en&ct=clnk&gl=us
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/oscar-wrong-winner-marisa-tomei_us_58af326de4b0a8a9b780339f
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different category before a PwC representative quickly came on stage with the correct envelope,

according to the Los Angeles Times.

In 1996, Sharon Stone and Quincy Jones were presenting back-to-back awards. But Stone, after

announcing the first award, accidentally handed both envelopes to that winner, leaving her and Jones

without an envelope to announce the second winner.

“While Stone stalled, Jones stepped offstage for some assistance from [one of the PwC balloting

leaders], who had, of course, memorized all the winners,” PwC said in an overview published in 2009.

Matt Rocheleau can be reached at matthew.rocheleau@globe.com. Follow him on Twitter @mrochele
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In Michelle Carter’s hometown, opinions vary on justice of her sentence

The majority of Harvard’s incoming class is nonwhite

VA Secretary ousts third official at troubled N.H. hospital

Mother of Conrad Roy III seeks $4.2m in wrongful death suit against Michelle
Carter

State agrees with Trump administration to delay long-awaited water pollution
rules

Teamster in Top Chef trial could get jail time for posting on Facebook during
trial

Thousands of cyclists are pedaling during the 38th Pan-Mass Challenge

MORE...

Residents who spoke to the Globe were split on whether Carter, now 20, received an appropriate

sentence for urging Conrad Roy III to kill himself.

MORE...

Harvard’s push to broaden diversity comes as the Trump administration turns its focus on

affirmative action policies.

MORE...

VA Secretary David Shulkin said he was responding to allegations of dangerously substandard care

made by medical staff in a Boston Globe report last month.

MORE...

Lynn Roy says she is seeking damages “caused by the defendant’s negligence and wanton and

reckless conduct.”

MORE...

A landmark plan to curb pollution in lakes, rivers, and streams throughout Massachusetts has been

delayed for at least another year.

MORE...

Daniel Redmond, one of four Teamsters on trial, posted an article on the Facebook page, “Support

the Teamster 4,” violating a court order to not speak publicly about the case. 

MORE...

More than 5,300 cyclists took off Saturday morning in the 2017 Pan-Mass Challenge, raising money

for patient care and cancer research. 
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He thought he was dying, but highway chief paved his own road to salvation

Lawbreakers or just really lucky? Mass. has more repeat lottery winners than
any other state

Police disperse hundreds of youths in the North End

A cross-country bicycle trip of a lifetime — delayed 40 years

State Police investigate video of youths fighting on pier in Quincy

Cambridge city councilor to leave politics

This weekend, bus shuttles replace rail service on five lines

Michelle Carter receives 15 months in jail; will remain free pending appeal

MORE...

Tom Tinlin needed a lot of things to go his way when a blood vessel in his brain burst in April.

Fittingly, one of them was traffic.

MORE...

Some people redeem so many winning tickets that they raise questions about the integrity and

oversight of the $5 billion state lottery.

MORE...

State Police spokesman David Procopio said Boston police requested Massachusetts State Police assistance with

dispersing between 500 and 1,000 youths.

MORE...

John Sweeney averaged 65 miles a day, mostly along Route 20, a 3,365-mile ribbon of asphalt that

is the longest road in the United States.

MORE...A video of youths being punched and kicked is making the rounds on social media.

MORE...

Cambridge city councilor Leland Cheung, the first Asian-American on the council, announced this

week that he intends to leave politics.

MORE...You might want to just stay home this weekend.

A judge sentenced Michelle Carter to two and a half years, with 15 months to serve and 15 months
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‘Dukes of Hazzard’ actor arrested in Waltham

MORE...

probation, for goading her boyfriend to kill himself in a high-profile texting suicide case. However,

he allowed Carter to remain free while awaiting appeal.

MORE...

Tom Wopat was arraigned on a charge of groping a woman who was to share the stage with him in a

local production of “42nd Street.”
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